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Laser Clay Pigeon Shooting

Test your shooting skills with our laser clay
pigeon shooting system. Our High Tech
Laser guns fire laser beams instead of
cartridges and the sound is simulated with
a small speaker with the hits registered on
the scoreboard. Its as close as you can get
to the real thing and great for all ages.



Archery

Fancy yourself as Robin Hood or William
Tell? Our authentic archery set uses real
bows and arrows which are shot into
straw targets. Complete with safety
fencing and a large safety net at the rear
of the targets, test your hand eye coordination and have fun!
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Segways

Always a favorite at any event for all ages.
Our fully trained activity supervisors will
teach you how to balance and maneuver
before you set off around our inflatable
obstacle circuit. experience.
Go round the circuits to collect points for
your teams and have a little competition!



Mini Highland Games

Don your Jimmy Hats as we get you and
your Stag’s and Hen’s into teams to start
the Mini Highland Adventure. Choose from
a range of Scottish activities to include in
your Mini Highland Games. Great,
competitive fun!
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Quad Bikes

Rip round the field at Barony Castle
on the fast, fun and exciting Quad
Bikes. Our trained operators ensure
the upmost in Health and Safety, but
mostly to ensure you have great fun
riding round on these fantastic Quad
Bikes!



Body Zorb Football

A brand new take on Football using
our super bouncy fun body zorbs.
Can you play like a pro with only
your legs dangling out the zorb?
Bump other players away from the
ball, fall over and bounce back – it’s
all fun.



Bucking Bronco

A fantastic addition to your Fun Day
and suitable for all the family. Our
Bucking Bronco will whisk you off to
the Rodeo rotating a full 360 degrees
with realistic bucking motions. Can
you handle the Bronco? Choose from
a range of traditional inflatables from
Bouncy Castles to Inflatable Assault
Course
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